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 Simple constructional features with no windings on rotor circuit and 

robustness make switched reluctance motor (SRM) a most used motors in 

industrial applications. Peak motor voltage rating depends on the rated 

voltage of the power switches. In conventional asymmetrical converter 

driving SRM, voltage rating of the motor depends on rating of power 

electronic switches in converter. Demand to rise the motor rating insists to 

put pressure on converter switching components which results in increased 

switching losses. A cascaded converter topology for SRM reduces the rating 

of switching components as compared to conventional converters for SRM. 

This paper presents a cascaded converter fed SRM drive with reduced 

switching losses. The paper presents a simplified hysteresis current control 

(HCC) for cascaded converter fed SRM. Simplified HCC control method 

reduces switching losses as HCC is applied to only one bridge of cascaded 

converter. Though the performance of the SRM remains same with cascaded 

converter fed SRM with HCC applied to only one bridge or to two bridges 

and with conventional asymmetrical converter, the switching losses are 

reduced to a great extent when HCC applied to one bridge of cascaded 

converter fed SRM. Performance of SRM is illustrated with conventional 

asymmetrical converter fed SRM and is compared to cascaded converter 

while HCC applied to only one bridge and applied to two bridges of cascaded 

converter. Proposed work is simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK and 

results are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Switched Reluctance Motors (SRM) have inherent advantages such as simple structure with non 

winding construction in rotor side, and has a high tolerances, robustness, low cost with no permanent magnet 

in the structure, and possible operation in high temperatures or in intense temperature variations. The torque 

production in switched reluctance motor comes from the tendency of the rotor poles to align with the excited 

stator poles. Without any installation of PM material or winding on its rotor, the SR motor drives enjoy  

the higher cost-effectiveness and wide-speed operation range, as compared with its counterparts. 

To be specific, unlike the induction and PM motor drives, SR motor drives can relieve the mechanical 

problems caused by the centripetal forces at high-speed operation [1-5]. 

The SR motor drives consist of the doubly salient structure; its reluctance of the magnetic flux path 

varies along the stator-rotor position. The torque can then be produced based on the ‘minimum reluctance’ 

rule, i.e. the rotor pole has the tendency to align with the excited stator pole such that the reluctance of  

the magnetic flux can be minimized. 
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In general, the larger the number of rotor poles, the lower the operating speed in the given operating 

frequency. Therefore, the SR motor drives with a larger number of rotor poles, e.g. the three-phase 12/8-pole 

and the four-phase 16/12-pole structures, are more preferable for low-speed applications, such as the direct-

drive HEV system [6-10]. 

Three-phase 6/4 pole SRM is shown in Figure 1 and the operating principle is shown in Figure 2. 

To produce an electromagnetic torque, a uni-polar rectangular armature current should be injected in 

accordance with the status of the self-inductance with conduction angle c = 2 – 1. SRM is driven with 

converter [11-13] for phase switching operation. Conventional asymmetrical structure converter for SRM is 

shown in Figure 3 is rated high for driving high power SRM. Cascaded SRM topology reduces the stress on 

individual power semiconductor switch in-turn reducing the switching losses. Adoption of cascaded 

converter topology method to the medium voltage motor drive by using cascaded inverters (CINV) method is 

helpful in reducing individual switch ratings of converter. CINV topology employs IGBT switch for its 

applications and thus cost of inverter is reduced.  

This paper presents a cascaded converter fed SRM drive with reduced switching losses. The paper 

presents a simplified hysteresis current control (HCC) for cascaded converter fed SRM. Simplified HCC 

control method reduces switching losses as HCC is applied to only one bridge of cascaded converter. Though 

the performance of the SRM remains same with cascaded converter fed SRM with HCC applied to only one 

bridge or to two bridges and with conventional asymmetrical converter, the switching losses are reduced to  

a great extent when HCC applied to one bridge of cascaded converter fed SRM. Performance of SRM is 

illustrated with conventional asymmetrical converter fed SRM and is compared to cascaded converter while 

HCC applied to only one bridge and applied to two bridges of cascaded converter. Proposed work is 

simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK and results are presented. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Three-Phase 6/4 SRM 

 

Figure 2. Operating principle of SRM 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Conventional asymmetrical structure converter for SRM 
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2. CASCADED CONVERTER FOR SRM 

Asymmetrical converter fed SRM takes voltage stress equal to the DC source feeding the converter. 

Each of the two switches in one phase of asymmetrical converter is stressed to voltage level equal to the DC 

source feeding the converter. This phenomenon insists for higher insulation level and cost increases as  

a result. Also, high stress increases the switching loss in converter. Thus, research has been an interest to 

reduce stress across the power switches in converter driving SRM. IGBT and MOSFET are the two switches 

used mostly in different electrical converters for different applications. Generally IGBT’s find their 

application in low operating frequency with high voltage application while MOSFET find their application in 

high operating frequency with low voltage application. Conventional converters for SRM are of high rated 

and need high rated switches for converter operation which increases the switch losses. 

 

Proposed SRM cascaded converter 

Cascaded converter topology consists of one main converter and auxiliary converter. 

Two converters are cascaded and the output is fed from combined cascaded structure. As shown in Figure 4,  

one phase of cascaded inverter consists of two H-Bridges cascaded and the output of the phase for phase 

excitation of SRM is fed from combined cascaded structure topology. Only one phase explanation is 

illustrated as one phase operation replicates the operation of remaining other phases of SRM as they are 

independent in operation. Load voltage is dependent on the output of each cascaded converter of SRM.  

A cascaded structural cascaded converter for SRM impresses only half the voltage of load across power 

switch. Thus, in case of using same rated voltage switching device with the conventional circuit, the load 

voltage becomes twice. Figure 5 represents one-phase representation of Cascaded converter. 

Figure 6 shows the operational modes of proposed cascaded converter for SRM. The voltage at 

phase winding of SRM in different operating modes of cascaded converter is represented in Table 1.  

In this context, only the phase operation of phase-A is explained and the same modes of operations are 

applicable for other two phases also. The operational modes of cascaded inverter gives out five level output. 

Mode I as shown in Figure 6(a) gives out the voltage of +Vdc. In mode I, switches Sa1 – Sa2 – Sb1 and Sb2 

are turned ON. The current flows from source through the current path as shown in Figure 6(a) highlighted 

path adding the two voltage sources. In this case all the diodes as in OFF state. Mode II of cascaded converter 

operation yields output of Vdc/2. In mode II, the switches Sa1 – Sa2 and Sb2 are turned ON while switch 

Sb1 is OFF. Current path is shown in Figure 6(b). This mode of operation does not involve the lower DC 

source. Mode III is represented in Figure 6(c) and only the upper bridge switches Sa1 and Sa2 are ON while 

other switches are inactive. The current flows from upper DC source and enters lower DC source in opposite 

direction cancelling out the net voltage and thus the mode-III gives out zero output voltage across load. Mode 

IV and mode V operates to give out negative voltage presence across load and the respective current paths 

are shown in Figure 6(d) and Figure 6(e) respectively. By turning ON respective switches and diode 

operations, negative voltage is impressed across load. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Cascaded converter fed SRM 
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Figure 5. One phase representation of cascaded converter 

 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 

 

 
(d) 

 

 

 
(e) 

 

Figure 6. Modes of operation of cascaded converter 
 

 

In conventional asymmetrical type of converter for SRM, the voltage across each switch will be  

the equal to total voltage source value. If 200V is applied as input DC source voltage, each switch bears  

the voltage stress of 200V and the insulation and rating of switch should be proportional to voltage stress 

across switch and thus increasing the stress and cost. But the cascaded inverter topology exhibits the stress of 

100V across each switch due to converter topology. In cascaded converter topology, half the voltage stress is 

reduced and thus the rating of the switch and insulation reduces reducing the losses and cost.  
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Table 1. Modes of cascaded converter with voltage levels 
Mode of Operation Switches ON Voltage Level across load 

Mode I Sa1, Sa2, Sb1, Sb2 + Vdc 

Mode II Sa1, Sa2, Sb2 + Vdc/2 

Mode III Sa1, Sa2 0 

Mode IV Sb1 - Vdc/2 

Mode V Nil - Vdc 

 

 

3. PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED CONTROL OF CASCADED CONVERTER 

a. Closed-loop hysteresis current control for conventional asymmetrical converter 

Figure 7 illustrates the closed-loop speed control of conventional asymmetrical Converter for SRM. 

Speed control is achieved through the information received from rotor position signal receiver and the actual 

speed is also fed back to the input for precise speed control in closed-loop speed control. Actual speed of  

the rotor is sensed and is compared to the reference speed value to give out the error in speed. 

The error value is fed to PI controller to yield magnitude of the current signal. The angular velocity 

of the rotor sensed from hall sensors is used to obtain current shape when passed through rotor position signal 

receiver. Current shape signal is multiplied to current magnitude signal obtained from PI controller output to 

obtain reference current signal. Reference current is compared with the actual current from stator currents 

and the error signal is sent to hysteresis current controller. Hysteresis current controller (HCC) produces gate 

pulses to all the six power switches in asymmetrical converter to excite the phase windings of SRM.  

Closed - loop speed control strategy yields better and precise control of SRM. 

 

b. Closed-loop control of cascaded converter (hysteresis current control applied to both upper and 

lower bridges) 

Figure 8 illustrates the closed-loop speed control of cascaded converter where hysteresis current 

control produces gate pulses to power switches of cascaded converter. The hysteresis current control 

generates gate pulses to all the twelve switches of cascaded converter. Cascaded converter is a cascaded 

connection of two bridges: the upper bridge and the lower bridge. Each bridge consists of six switches 

forming Sa1 to Sa6 upper bridge and Sb1 to Sb6 lower bridge. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Closed-loop hysteresis current control for conventional asymmetrical converter 
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Figure 8. Closed-loop control of cascaded converter HCC applied to both the bridges 

 

 

Actual speed of the rotor is sensed and is compared to the reference speed value to give out the error 

in speed. The error value is fed to PI controller to yield magnitude of the current signal. The angular velocity 

of the rotor sensed from hall sensors is used to obtain current shape when passed through rotor position signal 

receiver. Current shape signal is multiplied to current magnitude signal obtained from PI controller output to 

obtain reference current signal. Reference current is compared with the actual current from stator currents 

and the error signal is sent to hysteresis current controller (HCC). 

The output of hysteresis control is fed to all the twelve switches (both upper and lower bridges) of 

cascaded converter. With the cascaded structure of cascaded converter, the voltage stress across each switch 

reduces by half the quantity when compared to the conventional asymmetrical converter. With HCC driving 

all the switches (both upper bridge and lower bridge) of cascaded converter, all the twelve switches are 

turned-ON and OFF multiple times. With this phenomenon of turning ON and OFF multiple times, switching 

losses increases. This leads to development of simplified HCC for cascaded converter. 

 

c. Closed-loop control of cascaded converter (hysteresis current control applied to only upper 

bridge alone) 

Figure 9 illustrates the closed-loop speed control of cascaded converter where hysteresis current 

control produces gate pulses to only power switches of upper bridge of cascaded converter. Actual speed of 

the rotor is sensed and is compared to the reference speed value to give out the error in speed. The error value 

is fed to PI controller to yield magnitude of the current signal. The angular velocity of the rotor sensed from 

hall sensors is used to obtain current shape when passed through rotor position signal receiver. Current shape 

signal is multiplied to current magnitude signal obtained from PI controller output to obtain reference current 

signal. Reference current is compared with the actual current from stator currents and the error signal is sent 

to hysteresis current controller (HCC). 

HCC generated gate pulses are fed only to upper bridge (six) power switches alone and the lower 

bridge (six) power switches are driven by current shape signals obtained from position sensor. With respect 

to their switching times, upper bridge (six) switches are turned ON and OFF multiple times since they are 

driven from HCC while lower bridge (six) switches remain continuously in ON state or OFF state over  

a period of time. This method of triggering switches reduces overall switching losses due to ON and  

OFF conditions. 
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Figure 9. Closed-loop control of cascaded converter HCC applied to only one (upper) bridge 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

a. Performance analysis of conventional asymmetrical converter fed SRM 

Figure 10 shows the stator current, torque and speed of asymmetrical converter fed SRM. Stator of 

SRM draws 20A peak currents from the converter for the excitation of phase windings. Torque contains 

ripples. SRM runs at constant 2000RPM as shown in figure. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Performance characteristics of asymmetrical converter fed SRM 
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Figure 11 illustrates the voltage stress across one switch of cascaded converter, phase output voltage 

of cascaded converter. Zoom-in view of voltage stress across switch and phase voltage is shown. Each switch 

is subjected to voltage stress of 200V and the phase output voltage is 200V peak. The switching pattern with 

respect to stator current is shown in Figure 11.when the phase is excited, each switch is stressed up to 200V 

giving out phase voltage of 200V (peak value) in cascaded converter. In this case, when SRM is driven 

by asymmetrical converter, each switch is stressed up to phase voltage value. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Voltage across switch, phase voltage and currents (to SRM) in cascaded converter 

 

 

b. Sub section performance analysis of cascaded converter fed SRM (HCC driving both upper and 

lower bridges) 

Figure 12 shows the stator current, torque and speed of cascaded converter fed SRM. Stator of SRM 

draws 20A peak currents from the converter for the excitation of phase windings. Torque contains ripples. 

SRM runs at constant 2000RPM as shown in figure. Closed-loop operation makes machine to run at  

constant speed. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Performance characteristics of cascaded converter fed SRM  

(HCC driving both upper and lower bridges) 
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Figure 13 illustrates the voltage stress across one switch (upper bridge) of cascaded converter, phase 

output voltage of cascaded converter. Switching periods for respective phase excitation (phase excitation) is 

also indicated in figure. Voltage stress across one switch (lower bridge) of cascaded converter is also 

indicated in Figure 13. Each switch (both upper and lower bridge) is subjected to voltage stress of 100V and 

the phase output voltage is 200V peak. When the phase is excited, each switch is stressed up to 100V giving 

out phase voltage of 200V (peak value) in cascaded converter. In this case, when SRM is driven by cascaded 

converter, each switch is stressed up to only half the amount of phase voltage value. Zoom-in view of voltage 

stress across upper bridge and lower bridge switch is shown in Figure 14 showing voltage stress of 100V 

across each switch. When HCC drives both upper and lower switches of converter, both upper bridge 

switches and lower bridge switches are turned ON and OFF multiple times per cycle. This increases  

the switching losses in converter. Though voltage stress is reduced, switching losses increases due to multiple 

turn ON and OFF’s. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Voltage across upper switch, phase voltage, currents (to SRM) and voltage  

across lower switch in cascaded converter 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Zoom-in view of voltage stress across upper bridge and lower bridge switch 

 

 

c. Performance analysis of cascaded converter fed SRM (HCC driving only upper bridge) 

Figure 15 shows the stator current, torque and speed of cascaded converter fed SRM. Stator of SRM 

draws 20A peak currents from the converter for the excitation of phase windings. Torque contains ripples. 

SRM runs at constant 2000RPM as shown in figure. Closed-loop operation makes machine to run at  

constant speed. 
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Figure 15. Performance characteristics of cascaded converter fed SRM (HCC driving only upper bridge) 

 

 

Figure 16 illustrates the voltage stress across one switch (upper bridge) of cascaded converter, phase 

output voltage of cascaded converter. Switching periods for respective phase excitation (stator current) is also 

indicated in figure. Voltage stress across one switch (lower bridge) of cascaded converter is also indicated in 

Figure 16. Each switch (both upper and lower bridge) is subjected to voltage stress of 100V and the phase 

output voltage is 200V peak. When the phase is excited, each switch is stressed up to 100V giving out phase 

voltage of 200V (peak value) in cascaded converter. In this case, when SRM is driven by cascaded converter, 

each switch is stressed up to only half the amount of phase voltage value. 

Zoom-in view of voltage stress across upper bridge and lower bridge switch is shown in Figure 17 

showing voltage stress of 100V across each switch. When HCC drives only upper switches of converter, 

multiple turn ON and OFF per cycle are observed in only upper switch while lower switch continuously turns 

ON or OFF which is clearly indicated in Figure 17. This phenomenon decreases the switching losses in 

converter when compared to HCC driving both bridges. 

Though the performance characteristics remains same in comparing asymmetrical and cascaded 

converter (in two modes), switching losses (turn ON and OFF) are reduced in case when HCC drives  

only upper switches of converter. Figure 18 illustrates difference of analysis with cascaded and  

conventional converter in bar representation. Bar representation of switching (Turn ON & OFF) losses is 

shown in Figure 19. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Voltage across upper switch, phase voltage, currents (to SRM) 

and voltage across lower switch in cascaded converter 
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Figure 17. Zoom-in view of voltage stress across upper bridge and lower bridge switch 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Voltage stress bar representation in different converter operations 

 

 

 
 

Figure 19. Bar representation of switching (Turn ON & OFF) losses 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Efficiency, robust construction, speed-torque characteristics and efficiency with high speed 

operations makes SRM to take an edge over other conventional motors in many applications. This paper 

presents a cascaded converter fed SRM drive with reduced switching losses. The paper presents a simplified 

hysteresis current control (HCC) for cascaded converter fed SRM. Simplified HCC control method reduces 

switching losses as HCC is applied to only one bridge of cascaded converter. Though the performance of 

the SRM remains same with cascaded converter fed SRM with HCC applied to only one bridge or to two 

bridges and with conventional asymmetrical converter, the switching losses are reduced to a great extent 

when HCC applied to one bridge of cascaded converter fed SRM. When HCC drives only upper switches of 

converter, multiple turn ON and OFF per cycle are observed in only upper switch while lower switch 

continuously turns ON or OFF and decreases the switching losses in cascaded converter when compared to 

HCC driving both bridges. 
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